uncover a wealth of possibilities

Artifacts
Kohler Kitchen Faucet Collection
Pure character brimming with charm.

Inspired by turn-of-the-century sensibilities, the Artifacts kitchen faucet collection brings a certain eclectic elegance into the kitchen. These distinctive faucets are conversation pieces in and of themselves that will appeal to any design style. The task-oriented faucets of the Artifacts collection are perfect for busy kitchens and home chefs. From cooking prep to cleanup, this collection of faucets will fit your every need. Discover this unique collection for yourself and uncover a wealth of possibilities.
kitchen solutions

The faucets of the Artifacts® collection are perfect for busy kitchens and home chefs who love to entertain. The wide range of coordinating faucets allows you to mix and match to create the perfect look and meet your every need—from kitchen and bar faucets to pot fillers.

Pull-Down Spout Faucets

Standard-Spout Faucets

Full product listing on pages 34–35.
Bar Faucets

Pot Fillers
practical innovations in the kitchen

The task-oriented faucets of the Artifacts® collection feature multifunction sprayheads and innovative technology to help make prepping, cooking and cleanup in the kitchen easier.

K-99259-SN Pull-Down Kitchen Sink Faucet
Task-Oriented Sprays and Technologies

**BerrySoft® Spray**
BerrySoft is a light spray that gently washes fruits and vegetables. It’s the perfect way to prep without bruising your produce.

**Sweep® Spray**
Sweep spray features specially angled nozzles that create a forceful blade of water to sweep away stuck-on food from dishes and rinse your sink clean.

**Stream**
When it comes time to cook, our aerated stream makes it easy to fill large pots quickly.

**Sidespray**
Artifacts standard-spout faucets are available with an innovative two-function sidespray that features BerrySoft and Sweep sprays.

**DockNetik® Technology**
Featured on pull-down faucets, DockNetik is a magnetic docking system located within the spout that securely locks the sprayhead into place.

**ProMotion® Technology**
Our pull-down faucets feature a braided hose with swivel ball joint, which provides smooth operation with minimal effort.
pull-down faucet with offset handle

The faucet features a unique offset-handle design. This allows the handle to move left to right—not front to back—so that it can be mounted up against a backsplash.
This faucet lends a Victorian-era flair to the classic farmhouse look. Choose from kitchen or bar sink faucets and either a lever or prong handle. The matching sidespray features BerrySoft® and Sweep® spray.
gentleman’s®
bar faucet

Inspired by vintage spigots and classic soda fountains, the Gentleman’s bar sink faucet makes a stylish statement in any kitchen.
The faucets, accessories and finishes of the Artifacts® collection coordinate across a wide range of kitchen decors.

KOHLER® products shown on pages 12–15 include

1 | K-99260 Artifacts Pull-Down Kitchen Sink Faucet With Offset Handle
2 | K-99267 Artifacts Victorian Bar Sink Faucet
3 | K-99268 Artifacts Gentleman’s® Bar Sink Faucet
4 | K-99270 Artifacts Wall-Mount Pot Filler
5 | K-6625-7 Iron/Tones® Smart Divide® Under-Mount Kitchen Sink in Black Black™
6 | K-5287-NA Strive® Under-Mount Bar Sink
7 | K-72579 Artifacts Drawer Pull
8 | K-72578 Artifacts Cabinet Knob

Faucets shown in Vibrant® Polished Nickel (-SN)
wall-mount pot filler

Artifacts® pot fillers display vintage style while bringing professional convenience to home cooks. Quickly fill large pots on or near the stovetop, then fold it out of the way when it’s not in use.
The Artifacts® kitchen faucet collection brings you classic designs reimagined in fresh new ways. Discover this distinct collection for yourself and uncover a wealth of possibilities.

Faucets shown in Vibrant® Polished Nickel (-SN)
single-handle bar faucet

This bar sink faucet lends a vintage look to the kitchen with its high-arch swing spout and turned lever handle. The swing spout features 360-degree rotation and more than enough height for filling pitchers or bottles.
Create a look that is yours and yours alone with the singular pieces of the Artifacts® faucet and accessory collection.

Shown in Vibrant® Stainless (VS)

KOHLER® products shown on pages 26–31 are

| 1 | K-99262 Artifacts Single-Handle Kitchen Sink Faucet With Sidespray |
| 2 | K-99264 Artifacts Single-Handle Bar Sink Faucet |
| 3 | K-99271 Artifacts Deck-Mount Pot Filler |
| 4 | K-6351-0 Whitehaven® Under-Mount Single-Bowl Kitchen Sink With Tall Apron and Hayridge® Design in White |
| 5 | K-6587-0 Iron/Tones® Under-Mount Sink in White |
artifacts®
kitchen faucets

collection

Pull-Down Spout Faucets

K-99260
Pull-Down Kitchen Sink Faucet With Offset Handle
17¾" Height

K-99259
Pull-Down Kitchen Sink Faucet
17¾" Height

K-99261
Pull-Down Kitchen Sink Faucet
16" Height

Standard-Spout Faucets

K-99262
Single-Handle Kitchen Sink Faucet With Sidespray
14¾" Height

K-99263
Single-Handle Kitchen Sink Faucet
14¾" Height

K-99265
Victorian Single-Handle Kitchen Sink Faucet With Sidespray
13½" Height

K-99266
Victorian Single-Handle Kitchen Sink Faucet
13½" Height

K-76519-4
Bridge Kitchen Sink Faucet With Sidespray and Lever Handles
13½" Height

K-76519-3M
Bridge Kitchen Sink Faucet With Sidespray and Prong Handles
13½" Height

To learn more about Artifacts kitchen faucets or to explore the Artifacts bathroom collection, visit KOHLER.com/Artifacts.
Finish Options

Polished Chrome (CP)  Vibrant, Polished Nickel (SN)  Vibrant Stainless (VS)  Oil-Rubbed Bronze (2BZ)

Pot Fillers

- **K-99270**  Wall-Mount Pot Filler
  - Height: 12 3/4”

- **K-99271**  Deck-Mount Pot Filler
  - Height: 12 3/4”

- **K-72579**  Drawer Pull*  
  - Height: 17 3/4”

- **K-72578**  Cabinet Knob*

Coordinating Accessories

Bar Faucets

- **K-99268**  Gentleman’s Bar Sink Faucet
  - Height: 13 1/4”

- **K-99264**  Single-Handle Bar Sink Faucet
  - Height: 13 1/4”

- **K-99267**  Victorian Bar Sink Faucet
  - Height: 12 3/4”

- **K-76520-4**  Bridge Bar Sink Faucet With Sidespray and Lever Handles
  - Height: 12 3/4”

- **K-76520-3M**  Bridge Bar Sink Faucet With Sidespray and Prong Handles
  - Height: 12 3/4”

*Not available in Vibrant Stainless (VS) finish

The Lifetime Limited Warranty is good for as long as the original consumer purchaser owns his/her home. To obtain complete warranty information, call 1-800-4-KOHLER (1-800-964-5590 Canada) or visit KOHLER.com/Warranty.
uncover a wealth of possibilities

Artifacts
Kitchen Faucet Collection

THE BOLD LOOK OF KOHLER.

KOHLER. Faucets